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QUESTION 1

Which of the following metrics could suggest, under certain condition that an automated regression test suite has NOT
been updated for new functionalities added to the SUT? 

A. The ratio of comments to executable statements in the SUT code. 

B. The SUT code coverage provided by the execution of the regression test suite. 

C. The defect density in the automation code of the regression test suite. 

D. The ratio of commands to executable statements in the automation code of the regression test suite 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You have been asked to automate a set of functional tests at system Test level via the CLI of the SUT for the first
release of a software system. The automated tests will be delivered to the learn in change of maintenance testing, who
will use them for part of the regression testing. They have the following requirements. 

1.

 The automated tests must be as fast and cheap to maintain as possible 

2.

 The cost of adding new automated tests must be as low as possible 

3.

 The automated tests must have a high level of independence from the tool itself 

Which of the following scripting techniques would be MOST suitable? 

A. Data-driven scripting 

B. Keyword-driven scripting 

C. Linear scripting 

D. Structure scripting 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You are reviewing the testability of your SUT. 

Which of the following BEST refers to the characteristic of OBSERVABILITY? 
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A. The ability of the SUT to perform its intended function for a specified period of time 

B. The ability to exercise the SUT by entering inputs, triggering events and invoking methods 

C. The ability of the SUT to prevent unauthorized access to its components or data. 

D. The ability to identify states, outputs, intermediate result and error messages in the SUT 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Your goal is to verify completeness, consistency and correct behavior of an automated test suite. The TAS has been
proven to successfully install in the SUT environment. All the preliminary checks to verify the correct functioning of the
automated test environment and test tool configuration, installation and setup have successfully completed. Which of
the following is NOT a relevant check for achieving your goal in this scenario? 

A. Checking whether all the test cases contain the expected results 

B. Checking whether the post condition have been fulfilled for all the test cases 

C. Checking whether the loading of the TAS is repeatable in the SUT environment 

D. Checking whether all the test cases produce repeatable outcomes 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following success factors for a test automation project is TRUE? 

A. Automated tests must be designed to capture only the data that is strictly needed for comparing expected and actual
results 

B. The test cases to be automated first must always be selected based on the number of times a test will need to be
run 

C. The test cases to be automated must have a high dependency on particular data values 

D. Automated tests that fail due to changes in the requirements of the SUT should be promptly fixed rather than
disabled from the test suite 

Correct Answer: D 
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